
Mulberry Wood Gone Fishing 
Spectrum Noir Colouring Guide

 Teddy: GB1- GB3- GB5          Wellington boots: CR10- DR5- DR7          Dog: IG1- IG2- EB4- EB5
Water: BT1- BT3- BT5          Grass: CG1- CG2- CG3          Fish: CT2- CT4- GB5

Fishing rod and boot: EB5- EB7 - BG2- BG4          Dog’s ears and teddy’s nose: EB5- EB7
Sky background: TB1- TB2- TB3          Shadows: HB1 

Step 1: Step 2: Step 3: Step 4: Step 5:

 To start, use the lightest colours 
from the list above, blocking in 
each area - your image will look 
very flat at this stage, but don’t 

worry!

In this step, you will build up 
the colours, adding depth and 

dimension. Go around the edges 
of the area you are colouring 

with your middle shade of colour. 
Do not go right into the centre  
of the area. There is no need to 

blend out the lines at this stage.

Add  your darkest colour in 
smaller areas where you think 

shadows would fall.

Now all the colours are in place, 
it’s time to blend the lines. Use 
the middle shade to blend the 
darkest shade into the middle 
shade. Use the lightest shade 

to blend the middle shade into 
the lightest. You will now have 
a smooth blended image with 

dimension.

(TIP) If your lines are not 
blending easily, use the 

chisel end of your pen in the 
appropriate colour - this will lay 
down more ink to help blending

Put in shadows with the HB1 
pen. This can be used to add an 
extra bit of dimension. HB pens  
will dull down any colour you 

are using. Apply it in the darkest 
areas and lightly go over with 

the lightest colour for that area 
to help with blending out the 

line. You can also add a shadow 
line around the image - in this 

case, a sky colour. Add extra 
depth at the base under the 

teddy up to the grass, to give the 
illusion of depth as it brings your 

image to the front.


